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OCEAN DIVIDE, YOUTH UNITES
In principal, youth work always should reﬂect the social
changes tackle young people. While we’re talking about
youth work in general we must take into the considerations that youth work is always reﬂects to the concrete
social challenges on a concrete way. But the ’concrete
way’ has its forms, methods, varieties, which are all
coming from the interactions with the social, political,
cultural and economic environment. This ’environment’
is diverse. For example when we are talking about the
increasing statistical number of young people without
work, all over the world we should see the various reasons of that. The Global economy changed the nature
of the work itself and the character of the labour market,
while the school system in the function to prepare the
new generations for the labour market changing much
slower. This is a global problem, not only a problem of
the national economies. The consequences are hard,
the chances of the social inclusion of young people are
harder. The youth work should deal with this consequences. But how it is possible? Which working tools
are the better ones to work for and with young people
to help them and encourage them on the process of inclusion. We have to collect experiences and we have to
learn new methods. That is why it is important to cooperate with colleagues representing different countries
from different continents. We always can learn a lot from
each other.
„Ocean divides – youth unites” a multi-tasked, complex,
diverse, international youth project. On the basis of establishing better and stronger co-operation between dif-

ferent NGOs dealing with youth issues in rural environment, the project consists different elements. The main
goal is to have a better knowledge about the participants’
realities: the different realities of the different areas of different continents. Therefore to prepare the educational
guideline and also, to organize the whole programme is
challenging activity for both the trainers and organizers.
The project involves participants from two different continents, 6 different countries with completely different traditions of youth work in the background. Complex reality,
diverse social conditions and the diversity of the reality of
the social space in which the represented NGO’s work
takes place also must take into consideration. The participants are representing 6 NGOs dealing with youth
issues, but their history, their work, their philosophy of
youth work is also very different. At the same time there is
something which is common: all participants and their organizations are strongly committed to work for and with
young people in disadvantaged rural areas, where the
youngsters – their target group of their work - are living.
At the preparation of the ﬁrst training session in Tagyon
in Hungary we felt the challenges. How can we work
together with this differences? What sort of learning way
we should offer which gives a space for everyone to feel
comfortable in the group? We had to take into account
any other factors which may cause an intercultural learning process:
•
•

The use of concepts in different cultures look
The differences of the participants’ working conditions
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• The differences of the perceptions of youth work
• The diversity of experiences but with the relation of different political, cultural, social and economic conditions
• The participants physical fatigue after a long journey
(hot summer in Latin-America, calm early Spring in
Europe, 30 hours travelling time, etc)
• Language and using language
That was also clear we should keep enough time for introductions of the whole process including all detailed
technical information, which might not be popular for
participants and might be a static, in-front communication in thy style of the persons passing information, controversy to the nonformal learning methods, which was
decided to use. The working language of the session
was originally English, which we switched into Spanish
in different stages.
After the ﬁrst training session the participants from Latin
America participated 10 days job shadowing in pair in
Europe. The European participants before the second
training session participated in job shadowing in Latin
America. They shared their experiences in Colonia del
Sacramento in Uruguay.
THE ’JOB SHADOWING’
Following the personal reports of the participants in Colonia del Sacramento in Uruguay
Introduction of a terminological problem
When the participants of ’Ocean divides, youth unites’
had met in Colonia del Sacramento, Uruguay for the
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second training session, they had an opportunity to continue sharing experiences and thoughts about their ’job
shadowing’ part of the project.
Methodologically this belonged to the interim training element of the project and it was based on a facilitated
presentations, both of ’the travellers’ and ’the hosts’,
which gave a good opportunity for everyone to continue
the intensive learning process, which is the main environment of this multicultural and multilingual project. The
presentation of the job shadowing also served to create
a guideline for re-think the advantages and disadvantages of organizing and participating the ’job shadowing’.
Job shadowing and ﬁeld visits in the ’Ocean divides,
youth unites’ project
Therefore for the organizers of the jobshadowing part
of ’Ocean divide Youth Unites’ this was challenging and
difﬁcult. They had to take into the consideration of the
nature of language, culture, organizational culture and
physical distances. That was clear from the very beginning, that ’job shadowing’ means in the nature of this
project that visiting places, meet colleagues, try to understand the work of different NGOs. In most of the
cases job shadowing became similar to ﬁeld visits, but
one signiﬁcant difference. That was the human and sociological environment of the visits. The hosts in each
country were fully participated for the whole duration of
the visits, which meant a unique opportunity to share
opinions, methods and values with each other. Each
host had spent the whole time with the ’visitors’ and this
time included the time which they spent with the hosting
organization. The visitors got a ’3D’ picture about the

strength and weaknesses, the planned activities and the
results, the network capacity of the host NGO and information and impressions about their connections with
the social, political and economic ﬁelds. From this point
of view the ’ﬁeld visits’ served the function of the job
shadowing.

BOLIVIA:
One of the aims was
to show the cultural
diversity of Bolivia
ethnically, language
wise and regionally
and the participation of young people into the cultural
projects on the basis of this cultural diversity. Jobshadowers participated
in some projects to try out how it works. Exchange of
experiences, exchange questions. Cultural work is important for integration. That is the basic principle. Very
important point was to share the opinions of issues, diversity of meeting (president of afro-bolivian association
– representatives of local youth council). Bolivian youth
have commitment for social change. Whole program
covered by the media.

Fundación Aprendizaje en Acción
Santa Cruz de Sierra - Bolivia
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„Fekete Sereg” Ifjúsági Egyesület
Nagyvázsony - Hungary

Jóvenes Dinamizadores Rurales
Caspe (Zaragoza) - Spain

HUNGARY:
Space were mainly in the village, location of Fekete
Sereg Association. From Nagyvázsony, they had an opportunity to go Veszprém and Budapest. Weekend was
a choice. Hungarian National Day were in 15th March,
that was and extra programme element. They visited different youth initiatives eg.: Youth Centre in Veszprém –
after school activities, Catholic Youth Organizations of
Veszprém – programmes, ofﬁce visit. In Budapest: cultural highlights of Budapest, National Museum, Radio,
Hungaro-Latinamericano Association. Difﬁculties due to
the weather – streets were closed – snowstorm. Limits
of movements.
From the jobshadower perspectives: Very different structures from Latin America, „ In 200 km you crossing the
country”, Latin America is bigger. Culturally very different
from Latin America. Density of population. Uruguay is
not so different, but Paraguay and Bolivia are.

SPAIN:
For the host association it was the ﬁrst time they hosted
a project with Latin Ameica, our ambition was to show
everything in a short time. We have a regional cooperation project, we visited as much space as it was just possible. Self-criticism: the programme was too busy, less
time for leisure, that was not good.
Communication was easy because our common mother
tongue Spanish, but: there are differences between the
’meanings’ of the institutions (departamento – municipal). That caused communication problems. They have
learnt a lot of differences of Bolivian and Spanish culture.
They can notice an external point of view – it was interesting to hear how other person can see us. In personal
– I’ve learnt how difﬁcult is to present something useful
about our own job.
From the jobshadower perspectives: they asked to see
activities of young people. They would like to know more
about the structure of the Spanish organization, project
structure. They tried to make compares between Spanish and Bolivian/Uruguayan situation and they liked very
much to see the Spanish government gives support for
the local authority. Local media interview, giving a space
to them to explain about their work in Bolivia and Uruguay. They have the same situation in Latin America, in
the smaller places there are less young people.
The job shadowing a tirely activity, especially between
different continents (eg: summer – winter, time difference)
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PARAGUAY:
Puente Sur Paraguay is a nonformal organization, don’t
have formal structure. They are working with volunteers,
freely. They had the contact with the Almada Familia
Foundation. The school facilities are diverse (rural areas)
– they could see how different this is from the Hungarian
or from the English situation.
From the jobshadower perspectives: Entrepreneurship
they learnt. The people feel that the NGOs provide the
issues of HR, professionalism, etc – because the school
teachers don’t have the capacity to teach this. Perception of time completely different – they don’t
don t have a
perception of time in Paraguay (10 in morning or in the
evening is similar). Difﬁcult was the language: Guarani,
Spanish, English – this dimension is very important for
the future.

is also cultural, in UK the police don’t have gun. Interesting to see the school system, in the Centro Mujeres
– was a big eye-opening : because of the situations relation to their education.

Puente sur Paraguay
Ciudad del Este - Paraguay
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London United Kingdom
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UNITED KINGDOM:
Visited three UK destinations in order to
offer a comparison in
these areas. Although
there was no visit to
a ‘Rural’ community,
this was due to the
2020 education relaunch scheduled for
this week. This would
have been very useful
for our participants to
see what we consider
to be a rural village
and the physical differences there. However being involved in 2020 was an opportunity to see
our work in action.

URUGUAY
Puente Sur Uruguay is an
NGO of volunteers, young
leaders and professionals,
who seeks to strengthen the
volunteer experience while
bringing opportunities of international cooperation at
the local level. In order to the
project implementation an
agreement with the Municipality of Colonia was made to
train a group of young urban
and rural in vulnerability context and outside the formal
education system. Worked
on Systematic Innovation
Tools for troubleshooting during the 4 sessions of local
activity. We add a seminar “Breaking Barriers, Building
Opportunities In General Problems” with local youth organizations, an activity that also featured jobshadowers
from England and Spain, where they shared experiences
and mixed with the locals. Furthermore, a technical resource for International Cooperation Area, participating
in international seminars and JS in Spain and host two
Jobshadowers of Spain and England. Colonia, historical heritage of UNESCO, received the 2nd International
Seminar and JS headquarters, offering her warmth
surrounded by the traditions of immigrant cultures in a
spring environment. The work allowed the experience of
institutional work, exchange of good practices and learning in the various intervention tools and ways to promote
and encourage the overall development of youth.

CONCLUSIONS OF JOBSHADOWING
The group made a very intensive, concentrate job. In the
presentations they used photos, short ﬁlms, presenting
examples of collected written materials. The list of visited
places were enormous long! All of the jobshadowers felt
they’ve learnt a lot about the similarities and differencies,
they got useful information about the social and political
situation of the visited country, in some countries detailed
information about youth work and the national structure
of the youth work and youth policy (signiﬁcantly in the
European countries). In all the visits they mentioned the
importance of the possibility to have face-to-face communication with colleagues working in the ﬁeld, which
were highlights in many of the visits – for all of them.
The jobshadowing opened a ’wide lense’ to the reality,
none of the participants felt, that the hosts tried to hide
something from them. General recommendations were:
•

•

To be a host and to be a jobshadower it is the two
side, but the same coin: much better to be a host
having experience to be jobshadower, than you can
understand much better the needs of jobshadowers – that covers everything: accommodation, duration, travelling, leisure time, schedule for meetings.
Recommended to put the role of organizers those
members of your NGO, who already had some EVS
or jobshadowing experience.
The level of language knowledge is not the most
importan factor. But: you have to careful and sensitive, taking account the intercultural learning process
(perception of time, space, communication and the
variety of meanings of the different issues – Europe

more institutionalized, Latin America is more spontaneous and it have a cause of way of thinking).
•

If you are a jobshadower, try to prepare yourself for
the intercultural challenges – which is not that easy.
Be open, modest and open your eyes. Be prepared
to explain your role in your NGO, your NGO’s work
and try to have more information about your NGO’s
wider social environment – you will have some situation, when you have to introduce this, and it is equaly
important, that information helps you to clerify your
needs. To explain your needs always helps for the
host to have a better programme for you.

•

If you are a host, try to concentrate the need of your
jobshadower. Not necessary to show everything to
her/him, try to recognize the importance of different
things taking into account the needs of the ’received
one’. Everybody has limits to receive information,
therefore it is important to have a rhythm of the visits
with the combination of free time, time for reﬂections
and questions and breaks for physical recovering. Always important to have possibility for feedbacks on
daily level and be ﬂexible to accept proposals from
participants.

•

To organize a jobshadowing activity it’s always a big
work. Some of the example shown that in the duration of the jobshadowing project the host limited her/
his privacy. Try to avoid this, if it is possible. The host
also needs time for recovering...
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THE LAST STEP OUR
PROJECT IT WAS:
Final evaluation seminar in
Ciudad del Este, Paraguay
Only one representatives
of each country participated to the last seminar
of the Project. This was a
part of evaluation, including
the written questionnaires,
which each participants had
to fulﬁl independently. The
questionnaire was based on
quantitative and qualitative
elements. The group evaluation aims and objectives were:
•

having a qualitative evaluation of the project, its
achievements
• giving an opportunity to the participants to evaluate their role and their contribution to the process
of project
• ﬁnalizing the administrative closing of the project
The seminar took place in Punta del Este, in the ofﬁce
of the ’Avalosconsultores’. As a part of the evaluation
we also should consider the visit to the local TV studio,
when each participants were questioned in interviews,
live broadcasting.
The evaluation seminar started with a feedback based
on a simple question: ’What sort of similarities and differencies you discovered in this project, concerns your
ideas of future cooperation?’ The discussion reached a
peak very soon. The ’differences’ they said was on the
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political ﬁeld mainly. Active
and passive citizenship, political rights and to gain with
basic political rights, the impact of politics – they were
the key topics of this part of
the discussion. Somebody
concluded: ’we are baby
democracies here in Latin
America, compare with European countries’. The fear
of repressions based on the
nearly past experience of
dictatorships in some country, that is counterbalancing the active participation of
the citizens. The discussion turned to the meaning to
be active citizen. We introduce the known model of
’chair of active citizen’, mentioning the needed political, social, cultural and economic conditions for being
active citizen. If one of the leg of that chair is broken,
the conditions are not perfect. The participants founded many ’legs of chair’ in this respect.
’Europe is more structured – Latin America is more selfdriven’, that was another general conclusion. From this
point of view the notion of youth, young people is different in the European societies. This is also true concerns
the tools and the support of youth work. The European
structures are differently developed compare with Latin
American countries’ structures.
What the participants founded something similar was
the social situtation of youngster living in rural areas. The
problems with lack of access to better education, labour
market, cultural heritage are very similar.

COUNTRY

PROMOTER

PROMOTER'S
ADDRESS

PARTNERS
Ayuntamiento de
Jaca; Depertamento
de Juventud; CEDEMAR Local Action
Group

WEBSITE

E-MAIL ADDRESS

50700-CaspeZaragoza, Calle
Mayor 10

www.dinamizomipueblo.es

jovenes@cedemar.es

+ 34 976 63 65 90

SW4 6BS London,
15 Prescott Place

www.youthmomentum.org

info@
momentumworld.org

+44 (0) 20 7062 8926

Spain

Jóvenes
Dinamizadores
Rurales

United
Kingdom

Momentum
World CIC

Uruguay

Puente sur
Uruguay

Municipality of
Colonia

11400-Montevideo,
Lombardini 3577

www.puentesur.org

Paraguay

Puente sur
Paraguay

Fundación Celestina
Perez de Almada

7000-Ciudad del
Este, Rogelio
Benitez Esquina
Cerro León

www.puentesur.org

Bolivia

Fundación
Aprendizaje en
Acción

Rediscovery Bolivia,
Union Afro de Santa
Cruz

10748-Santa Cruz,
Los Penocos 2120

www.aprendizajenaccion.org

Hungary

"Fekete
Sereg"
Ifjúsági
Egyesület

Diagonál
Magyarország;
Latimo Port

8291-Nagyvázsony,
Petőﬁ u. 2.

www.fekete-sereg.hu

http://youthunites.org

https://www.facebook.com/youthunites

TELEPHONE NUMBER

hragni@puentesur.org + 598 2 507 3287

robertomarcet@
puentesur.org

+59 59 836 89899

patriciachavezzalles@
+591 70990995
gmail.com

karita@
fekete-sereg.hu

+ 36 30 423 97 37

http://momentum-odyu.blogspot.hu

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8e3V_68biwc
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